The Berliner - Opening Night - 7-10pm 13/3/19
Play

The Life Inside

The Traffic Separating Device

Elephant In The Room

A Clown's Tale

Salvation

The Day of Duty

America

Category

Duration

Synopsis

Greece

Drama

0:30:00

Many adults dream of staying in childhood forever and going through life like as if in
a game, free of society’s rules and restrictions. Five employees in a metal company
put this dream into effect. What they find is that you may escape the rules but you
can’t escape the consequences or your personal responsibility.

Germany

Drama

0:19:13

Ben and Hannah are expecting a child. During a preliminary examination, Hannah
is diagnosed with an inoperable brain tumor. A treatment would endanger the
child's health and life, so Hannah decides against it. Ben has trouble dealing with
her decision.

Sweden

Non-Fiction

0:15:00

A traffic separating device is installed in the middle of Stockholm. It is supposed to
keep normal cars away and only let buses pass. It turns into a disaster as normal
cars continue to go there and hundreds of cars get destroyed every week. Will it
turn out to be the tram's fault? The answer is no.

Switzerland

Drama

0:19:30

Without understanding why, Irna senses that the relationship with her son Jago is
getting more and more hopeless. She seeks refuge in her own world, whose center
is Elias, a rubber doll. While Irna holds on to her own reality with all her might, Jago
is desperately trying to make his mother understand.

Germany

Drama

0:22:30

Two rebellious clown doctors bring moments of joy and happiness to the terminally
ill inhabitants of a hospice for children. But when they encounter Lena, a young girl
that vehemently refuses to step into their world of clownery, the two put on the show
of their lifetime to fulfil Lena’s last wish.

Iceland

Drama

0:24:29

Katrin wakes up in the hospital after a serious car accident to find that she has
https://vimeo.
received a life-saving blood transfusion. However, the religious cult she belongs to com/229384968
forbids such things. As Katrin struggles to reconcile this conflict with her church and
family, she begins to become obsessed with the stranger whose blood is now
flowing through her veins.

Iran

Drama

0:19:58

During a ritual ceremony in a multi-grade school, Pardis, a high school student, is
obligated to accompany an elementary student called Naghmeh. To maintain the
order of the ceremony in front of the higher officials, the head master of the school
is forced to put Pardis in charge and by doing so, introduce her not as a student but
as Naghmeh's older sister.

United States

Women's Voices

0:03:16

A poetic documentary of the protests immediately after Brett Kavanaugh's
confirmation to the Supreme Court, with Walt Whitman's own voice reciting lines
from his poem "America."

Category

Duration

Synopsis

Trailer URL

Drama

0:20:46

Brian - a shiftless young man - discovers that when he dies his life resets to five
minutes in the past. Using this power to his benefit, he begins killing himself to
change his future.

https://vimeo.
com/273164738

0:11:30

As Sara de Lacy trains for the biggest MMA fight of her life, she faces stiff
resistance from her friends and family. The reason why will shock you.

https://www.
youtube.
com/watch?
v=z9b5le3dFEI

U of N - Taking Risks - Q & A - 6-10pm 14/3/19
Pendulum

Risk

United States

United Kingdom Women's Voices

Trailer

https://vimeo.
com/262975152

Me 3.769

United States

Women's Voices

0:09:00

A pubescent Latina looks forward to her maturing body, but must soon cope with
the sexual misconduct of someone she trusts.

https://vimeo.
com/292849706

Waiting

United States

Drama

0:11:26

A day in the life of Frederica, a retired staff nurse who once led a full and content
life but who now spends her days... waiting.

https:
//filmfreeway.
com/submission
s/10254572

The second film in a trilogy of shorts on the theme of loneliness, old age and
dementia. The follow up to 'letters', which was selected for the Beeston Film
Festival (2015) and the Norwich Film Festival (2015), where it was also nominated
for Best Short Film.
For Want of a Nail

New Zealand

A Better Place

0:18:09

Marty, who suffers from OCD and intrusive thoughts, attempts to live out a 'perfect
day'. As his day unfolds he finds himself seeking to finally dispel the fears that are
driving his compulsions.

Into My Life

United States

Non-Fiction

0:15:11

Growing up in the largest affordable housing cooperative in Brooklyn, Cassandra’s https://vimeo.
world was artfully framed by her mother’s Super-8 camera. Today, Cassandra
com/259025193
examines and edits these films, gaining insight into the challenges her mother faced
as a creative black woman and the importance of her vision.

Sparrow

United States

Drama

0:15:00

A small boy believes he can fly. His life is overshadowed by the legend of his
grandfather who died a hero in World War Two. One night he discovers the tale that
his father so adamantly clings to, is a lie. His grandfather was a gay man, who
seeing the futility of war, deserted in protest when his lover was shot in the dugouts
of Egypt. In unravelling the truth behind what happened, the boy discovers the
strength to stand up to the bullies in his world, in an unexpected way.

Reflect - A Ray of Hope

United States

Non-Fiction

0:29:38

When Donald Trump was elected President of the United States using an election
promise to build a new and heavily fortified wall along the USA / Mexico border,
Bristol based artist Duncan McKellar and graphic designer David Martin had an idea
to stage an audacious art event that aimed to demonstrate the power of people
working together, using something that we all share; wherever we live in the world the sun.

The 100th Victim

United Kingdom

Drama

0:19:45

At a truck stop diner, a killer confesses his bizarre experiments to a blogger for the
LA Times. He has polaroids of his ninety-nine victims, by the end of their meal, one
of them will be the next.

Playing With Fire

Uni of Notts

Drama

0:15:00

Details to follow

Category

Duration

Synopsis

Trailer URL
https:
//filmfreeway.
com/submission
s/10995484

U o N - Around the World with Q & A - 6-10pm 15/3/2019

https://youtu.
be/8n76LkE9vF
M

https:
//filmfreeway.
com/submission
s/10395636

My theatre

Japan

Non-Fiction

0:19:45

Shuji has owned his cinema since the death of his father in 1964. Times, and
Shuji's fortunes, have changed, but Shuji isn't going to let go of his movie theatre.

Elsewhere

Germany

Non-Fiction

0:30:00

A portrayal of eight men who are serving long prison sentences..

India

Drama

0:26:00

Present day urban India - a concrete jungle of glaring class divisions and
contrasting lifestyles. A woman working in the corporate world struggles to be
included in an office filled with men. Another man employed as a domestic helper in
a wealthy home struggles to find his purpose. The consequences are devastating.

Swept Away

France

Drama

0:12:09

Paris. She’s English, he’s French. A rendezvous in a tea room. But there is more to https://vimeo.
this story ...
com/305364106

Tsar Bomba

Switzerland

Drama

0:14:00

Irina, a hard-working single mum, lives with her only son Ivan, 19 years old, in a
modest apartment. She tries to keep educating him despite the fact that he is a
young adult. One day, she sees a video showing a gang rape, and discovers that
her son is involved in it.

Raheel

Iran

Drama

0:30:00

Raheel , an Afghan national, has illegally traveled to Iran to look for her husband.

https://vimeo.
com/277950249

Breathing

Iran

Drama

0:12:00

A small group of uninsured workers in a stone factory have to hide in a dark and
small room every month when the insurance agent arrives.
Not having been paid for two months, some of the group want to reveal
themselves to the inspector in retaliation while others disagree. There is also the
question of the gas leak in the room and their asthmatic colleague...

https://vimeo.
com/275333298

I'm Going Out For Cigarettes

France

Animation

0:13:35

Jonathan, twelve years old, lives with his sister, his mother and also some men.
They all have the same face and nest in closets, drawers, TV sets…

Rules of Play

France

Animation

0:07:34

A group of tired playground visitors meet at night for a last contest.

Circus

Baba Yaga Origins

All the world is a stage

United States

Animation

0:03:18

Baba Yaga, the famously evil witch from Russian folklore was not always evil.
An herbalist's evening of concocting potions and salves is interrupted when a
lustful brute forces his way into her secluded hut. The following trauma leaves the
woman emboldened and determined to reclaim her independence by any means
necessary and thus a legend is born.

Singapore

Animation

0:01:30

An animated adaptation of the famous Shakespeare poem "All The World's A
Stage" narrated by the renowned Shakespeare actor and director Samuel West
(Royal Shakespeare Company).

https://www.
youtube.
com/watch?
v=xwYxRK5pG
10&feature=you
tu.be

Category

Duration

Synopsis

Trailer URL

0:12:33

Viv is struggling with motherhood after the birth of her second child. Convinced
there’s something wrong with her newborn, she tries to confide in her absent
husband Terry, but is met with disinterest. As she turns to medication and drink to
cope with her situation, her health and sanity deteriorate, and she begins to
question the danger she is putting both her children and herself in.

The White Lion - Troubled Waters - 12:30-3pm
Troubled Waters

The Dress You Have On
My Father The Martyr
Beloved

United Kingdom Women's Voices

United States

Women's Voices

0:13:30

A surprising find challenges a couple to question the foundation of their relationship. https://vimeo.
com/251884131

United Kingdom

Drama

0:14:45

A disowned ex-Muslim travels back to his family home after hearing terrible news.
However, things have changed in his family and in his home town.

Iran

Women's Voices

0:30:00

She did not know how to read or write, but she said something that I had never read https://vimeo.
nor was ever written – Abbas Kiarostami
com/267208754

Rest In Peace

China

Drama

0:22:56

Aggrieved by the sudden death of his son, and troubled by the subsequent
disappearance of his Doctor, Du Guangcai, a 32-year-old factory worker, is misled
by a shifty con man into a scheme to hire a large group of strangers to pretend to
be Guangcai's family members and occupy the hospital until the hospital pay them
a million yuan, but is a million yuan what he really needs?

The Savages

Switzerland

Drama

0:17:38

An artist wants to part with her agent and previous artistic partner and invites her
along with her boyfriend for a last meal. After the two have learned the news, aonghidden injured vanity, artistry and intricate relationships come to light.

Man Of Pa-aling

Philippines

Drama

0:15:00

After 65 years as a fisherman, Manong decides what to do with the rest of his life.

Portugal

Drama

0:20:00

Inês has to move out of her apartment, but from the moment she steps in,
memories of her relationship with Ed resurface and the task at hand becomes
difficult.

Iran

Women's Voices

0:19:09

Reza lives in a repressive dictatorship, working as a writer for the propaganda
agency. He is also falsifying the personal activity diaries for two friends who are
refusing to comply with the regime. Sooner or later something has to give.

Category

Duration

Synopsis

Trailer URL

Sharecrop: Delta Cotton

#N/A

Non-Fiction

0:17:30

Stories from the life of Sylvester Hoover, who was born into a cotton sharecropping
family in the Mississippi Delta in 1957. Hoover recounts his family's struggles to
access education and voting rights and paints a vivid picture of daily life and the
unrelenting toil of even the young children on cotton plantations.

https://vimeo.
com/246514587

In Pieces

#N/A

Drama

0:14:54

Wounded by the death of her mother, Yasmine, an introverted teenager, takes
refuge in silence and depression. Her aunt, who suddenly takes on the role of the
new mother for her and her little sister Sonia, cannot control her anger.

Cows Can't Swim

#N/A

Drama

0:22:47

Two lonely souls meet at a hotel bar. Hotshot TV-Host Nick and blind musician
Klara get into each other’s hair immediately. They prey on their counterpart’s
weaknesses with precision and persistence, but seemingly just can’t get off each
other’s backs.

Till the end of the world

#N/A

Drama

0:26:33

Marie is eight years old and loves her dad. A story about the strength of a child
fighting for the unconditional love of her father in a world where playful dreams can
soon become empty eyes that don't seem to see her.

https://vimeo.
com/275488953

Conversation With A Cigarette

#N/A

Drama

0:18:00

A cat and mouse game ensues when a man faces his greatest enemy: a cigarette.

https://vimeo.
com/83822879

Black Spirit

#N/A

Drama

0:19:46

An old French archaeologist worn out by life but still adventurous is convinced that https://vimeo.
he is finally on the trail of the legendary African Samurai clan, the "Black Spirits", in com/286888996
the Tunisian Sahara. Is his mystic journey just a dream or a way to escape a reality
he doesn't want to accept?

Denmark

Drama

0:20:00

The young actress Sara is at an audition for her first potential lead role in a feature
film. However the casting quickly goes sideways and Sara needs to face a dark
chapter in her past.

https://vimeo.
com/287643064

Iran

Drama

0:12:48

A father and his child are living in a village in a time of war. One day a pilot lands in
the village by parachute.

https:
//filmfreeway.
com/submission
s/10883933

The Love That Remains

Isolated Crows of Solitude

The White Lion - Spirit - 3:30 - 6pm - 15/3/19

The Casting of an innocent woman

red wheat fields

The White Lion - Horror - 7-10pm - 15/3/19
Baghead

Category

Duration

Synopsis

Trailer URL

United Kingdom

Horror

0:14:58

Kevin is haunted by grief and has questions that only the recently deceased can
answer. His search takes him to the most unremarkable of locations, a grotty
storage room at the back of a rundown pub. However, what he finds there is
anything but unremarkable.

https://vimeo.
com/255356784

#N/A

Horror

0:17:00

Set in the 40s after Hitler's visit Franco in Hendaye; a dark fantasy touching on the
controversy of the theft of neonates by a part of a small ecclesiastical collective.

https://vimeo.
com/276600319

Supine

Czech Republic

Horror

0:25:00

Sylvie is a taxidermist content with being isolated from people in her large house in
the mountains of France. Her only company is her work, until Oz, an American
hitchhiker stumbles upon her path. The two become close and Sylvie begins to
question what it means to live.

https://vimeo.
com/254195489

We'll Always Be Watching

United Kingdom

Horror

0:08:28

A woman walks down an isolated road in the dead of night and is stopped by a man
in a dark alleyway.

Skinface

United States

Horror

0:08:04

Chainsaw wielding maniac Skinface learns a valuable life lesson when he hits the
road in search of help for his pregnant cousin.

Hombre

#N/A

Horror

0:21:11

Miguel and his father are several days into a hunting trip, but they can’t find any
animals to hunt. Exhausted by the boorish demands of his traveling companion,
Miguel enters the forest during the night, finding a strange monster that dwells
there. Miguel is torn between his deepest fears and the desire to be a “real man” as
dictated by his father, putting his own identity and nature in question.

The Visitor

#N/A

Horror

0:10:03

In present-day Melbourne, Naomi is awakened by a frantic young woman on the
https://vimeo.
run. Naomi grapples with a situation that defies reality and as the night unfolds, she com/286482108
must decide how far she can go to protect her visitor from rapidly encroaching
danger.

Lekaime

Caducea
Knock at the Door

Skin Deep

The Berliner - Real Love - 1-4pm

#N/A

Horror

0:25:00

Tom hides not only a deformed face behind his flamboyant Commedia dell'arte
masks, but also a dark secret that won't be divulged until decades later…

United Kingdom

Horror

0:08:51

On an autumn afternoon, an elderly Mrs Harris gets ready for a relaxing evening at
home when she is interrupted by a stranger at her doorstep. Convinced by the
stranger's charm, Mrs Harris let's him in to her home.

Canada

Horror

0:03:05

A pastry shop owner tears herself apart to catch the eye of a customer. An
absurdist parable about impossible beauty standards meets Face Off (served with a
delicious croissant with just a smidgen of blood on it).

Category

Duration

Synopsis

https://vimeo.
com/236735887

Trailer URL

The Tree and the Pirogue

New Caledonia

A Better Place

0:25:00

The life of a Melanesian tribe is disrupted by the progressive arrival of modernity.
Iabe finds this change very hard to cope with and gets lost between his traditions
and this modernity.

Blue

United States

Drama

0:15:00

A girl goes online at night and speaks to strangers on her webcam.

https://vimeo.
com/298320709

Mexico

Drama

0:18:00

In order to heal her grieving mother, Ana, a devout 9-year-old girl, pushes her faith
to its limit in hopes of divine intervention.

https://vimeo.
com/257079676

Iran

Non-Fiction

0:27:51

After working abroad for several years, a filmmaker returns to his family home in
Shiraz, Iran to make a film for the woman he loves. A documentary about crossgenerational understandings of love and emotion set in current day Iran.

United States

Women's Voices

0:14:54

When a starry-eyed 16 year-old is introduced to the outrageous downtown NYC
art/rock scene by a powerful music producer with a penchant for teens, she is
tempted by the glitzy lifestyle until a mystery woman provides a glimpse into her
possible future.

Belgium

Drama

0:24:00

Mike, a music producer in free fall, Dan, a sound engineer who is tired of his job,
Murphy, the autistic brother with his headphones fixed to his ears, and, Lilli, the
mother, are going through a rough time in their lives. Mazzy, the youngest sibling,
has disappeared. All they have left of her is hours of recordings of her magnificent
voice, recorded onto countless tapes which are carefully stored and filed in the
family studio.

United Kingdom

Drama

0:09:55

Romeo, Mercutio and Benvolio enter a modern day house party, where we
encounter different Shakespeare characters all linked through the same story. A
one-shot short that packs in an emotive Shakespeare journey.

Iran

Drama

0:30:00

Jacob's family worries about Farrokh, the son of the family. Farrokh left Iran to
continue his studies but he has not been in touch with them for a long time. Jacob
travels to Sweden to look for his son...

United States

Women's Voices

0:17:59

An unflinching look at the plight of immigrants victimised by violent crimes and the
obstacles they face, told through the eyes of one victim.

https:
//filmfreeway.
com/submission
s/10237804

Category

Duration

Synopsis

Trailer URL

San Miguel
Amour du Réel

My Dinner With Schwartzey

Make Aliens Dance

Love & Spirit

The Descendants
Diwa

Beeston Library - Shortcake - 1-3:30pm 16/3/19

https://vimeo.
com/269897078

Tears of the olive

Italy

Non-Fiction

0:14:28

A journey into the ancient culture of olive oil production. On the Podere Usignolo, in
Tuscany, sustainability and harmony with nature are practiced and a special olive
oil is produced together with diligent helpers. In the soft glow of the autumnal sun,
olives are picked with bare hands.

Phildel: The Deep

United States

Animation

0:04:34

Official music video for Phildel's song, "The Deep". Ramsey has just dealt with the
loss of a close companion, and is trying to move on to find out which path to take
next.

Portrait of a Superhero

United States

Non-Fiction

0:14:56

Patrolling the streets of Clearwater, Florida in bright red spandex is a man known
around the world as “Superhero”. Using Godzilla, Star Trek, Superheroes and
Science Fiction movies as his role models, he overcomes a troubled childhood to
become a real-life Superman.

https://vimeo.
com/254223228

Who is Martin Danzig?

United States

Drama

0:11:17

A mysterious old man sits in the park feeding pigeons, ruing the refuse of humanity
encroaching on his sanctuary. A man in a crisp white suit approaches and informs
him that although still needed, he is no longer wanted. Facing feelings of
uselessness, Danzig begs to stay, but is rebuffed. As a final gift, Danzig gets to
meet his much younger replacement and learns to accept his future.

https:
//filmfreeway.
com/submission
s/10823463

Switzerland

Drama

0:15:00

One night, a violent man almost killed his wife in front of their son. 8 months after
his detention, he now lives confined in a caravan, alone with his guilt. His wife and
their son decide to leave the city. On the day of the departure, the son wants to see
his father again for the last time.

United States

Drama

0:14:18

Twelve-year-old Adeline Tang struggles to navigate America’s adult playground and
keep her mother’s gambling under control, all for the promise of that perfect family
Christmas holiday once her father arrives. But as the days unfold, Adeline realises
that growing up might not hold all the excitement she’d been hoping for.

United Kingdom

Drama

0:13:00

On the journey to the airport, a young couple lock horns over their differing views of https://vimeo.
their tumultuous relationship. What transpires is a conversation about distance,
com/255443676
commitment and the uncertain future ahead.
/244d14e514

Germany

Animation

0:12:18

The 20th Century was still young when Italian mountaineers conquered Germany
https://vimeo.
with a sensation: gelato! Tiny stalls developed into beautiful ice cream shops. But
com/247154781
the sunny days of childhood turned into dark years of war. The love story between
Rosa and Paolo ended before the seventh summer had even started... up until little
Molly decides to take matters into her own hands almost 60 years later.

United States

Drama

0:20:00

Luca, a young, sensitive daredevi", goes car cracking with his friend Max for an
adrenaline rush to escape from everyday life. When Luca gets caught, he has to do
community service and meets Sophie, a blind girl.

Spain

Drama

0:09:00

Since she was little, she has wanted to be a great dancer, like her idols, but had to
flee. For the violinist, playing on magnificent stages is a thing of the past. Now he
must play on street corners to make it from day to day.

United Kingdom

Animation

0:09:32

A hard boiled cat detective's latest case sees him faced with the curious
horticultural mystery of a man laid flat on the floor of the potting shed with a trowel
stuck from his chest. Billy arrives on the scene and sets to work with all the
panache and delicacy of a dog on roller skates.

https://vimeo.
com/272386894

The Scar Of Dawn
Wonderland

Us

Gelato - Seven Summers Of Ice Cream Love

Ray Of Hope
May THE END of the WORLD catch you
DANCING
Billy Whiskers: The Mystery of the Misplaced
Trowel

The White Lion - Science Fiction - 12-2:30pm 16/3/19
The Emissary

BOT

Category

Duration

Synopsis

Trailer URL

United States

Drama

0:21:17

Liv Laika embarks on a solitary mission to a distant planet in search of her
ancestors who fled the earth nearly a century prior. After days of radio silence, Liv
begins to question whether or not they even want to be found.

https://vimeo.
com/255624078

Germany

Drama

0:22:34

A middle-aged programmer (Noel) stands in front of the ruins of his marriage. With
the help of a new intelligent language assistant, Noel tries to redirect his
professional and private life into the right path. The AI not only assists him in coping
with everyday life, but also arranges an appointment with the much younger
Claudine.

Make Do Or Mend

United Kingdom
Three Counties - Young 0:05:00

With death never more than a misstep away, two hunters must decide whether to
fight against their fate or embrace the inevitable.

Mens Sana

United Kingdom

Drama

0:14:30

Joyce, a scientist, searches for a cure against 'Statera' - a synthetic parasite able to
control human consciousness. However, an unexpected revelation forces her to
question everything she knows about herself and the world she lives in.

Andromeda
A Heart Shaped Stone

Star Wars: Dresca

The Shipment

Australia

Women's Voices

0:15:00

A short film Sci-fi film about an android who, through her friendship with a little girl,
becomes alive.

United Kingdom

Drama

0:13:54

A rescue team arrive at a mining base on a distant moon to find the entire crew
https://www.
dead. Their investigation of the cause draws them into a dangerous experiment and youtube.
presents them with a disturbing choice.
com/watch?
v=l4aWBxmJAY

United States

Women's Voices

0:07:13

When Dresca - an injured imperial pilot - is rescued by rebels after the Battle of
Endor, she must choose between her loyalty to the Empire and the kindness of the
strangers she once thought of as monsters.

Canada

Drama

0:25:00

Only wanting to make his next delivery, a poor interplanetary cargo hauler becomes https:
stranded with his young daughter on a wretched spaceport while faced with an
//filmfreeway.
unscrupulous offer to escape.
com/submission
s/10305351

https://vimeo.
com/311364574

Kill A.I.

United States

The White Lion - Local Talent - 3:00-5:30pm 16/3/19

Drama

0:21:51

Kill Al tells the story of Femtel 216 and Femtel 303, two female synthetic beings
confined to work in the sub-basement of an auditing firm. Each discovers their own
humanity – one through art, the other through abuse and the aggressive emotions
that follow thereafter. Their thirst for revenge, however, is restricted by internal
directives that forbid them from harming or going against the will of humans.

https://youtu.
be/pX5W5lw5fd
w

Category

Duration

Synopsis

Trailer URL
https://vimeo.
com/297114608

Hidden

Three Counties - Younger 0:06:21
United Kingdom

Solomon reads aloud a poem with a beauty that surprises all of his classmates
except one, Katie. The poem has a meaning relating to secrets only they know
about.

Stripped

United Kingdom
Three Counties - Younger 0:06:46

Sam and Charlie embark on a text conversation that results in one of them
https://vimeo.
messaging a naked image. Dan sees this image on the phone and decides to share com/253306202
it with their chat groups. Their friends reactions show that the two girls will never be
looked at in the same way again.

Left

United Kingdom
Three Counties - Younger 0:03:23

Megan sits in a park and recounts the feelings she experienced and the
repercussions on her and her family of the time when her father left without warning
one day.

Amechania

United Kingdom
Three Counties - Young 0:12:04

An AI therapist is built to help combat depression. Through tests and talking with
live patients, something is uncovered.

My Friend Frank

United Kingdom
Three Counties - Young 0:05:22

Charlie loves his mum but she doesn't look after him properly, sometimes she hurts
him. Charlie doesn't have friends at school but since inheriting a games console, he
does online. His friends online don't bully him. Frank helps Charlie play the games
better and shows him how to win. Frank is Charlie's best friend but is he who he
says he is?

After Party

United Kingdom
Three Counties - Young 0:07:43

Four girls wake up in a strange and terrifying room as all hell breaks loose. Will they
escape or are they merely fulfilling their purpose?

Recruit

United Kingdom
Three Counties - Young 0:04:31

Chloe is isolated and is looking to make friends. She is encouraged to join a football
team. While there, she makes friends, enjoys herself and sees what it’s like to work
as a team. She keeps herself to herself at college and at home, and visits groups
on social media that encourage far-right wing behaviours. She learns what it is like
to hate others.

Super Reimagined Dreamland

United Kingdom

Non-Fiction

0:06:35

An elderly artist reflects on the influence a historic fairground had on his life’s work,
and considers the importance of preserving objects and places from our past in the
face of fading memories.

The 38 to Hackney

United Kingdom

Non-Fiction

0:03:26

A short experimental documentary following the thoughts of Brian on public
transport.

We were monsters

United Kingdom

Horror

0:10:00

The past comes to haunt Luca when an old friend pays a visit.

Ariella

United Kingdom

Drama

0:24:45

A seemingly innocent waitress is told to keep an eye on two thugs hiding out in her
cafe, but her own motives get in the way of her professionalism.

Futures

United Kingdom

Drama

0:12:50

A tense moral thriller about fast money and predatory behaviour. Leo, a swaggering https://vimeo.
trader in the City of London, is an unreconstructed alpha male. Recently promoted, com/269620491
he wants to pursue riskier trades and bullies his underlings into going along with
him. But how far can he push them before they reach their moral limits?

Seconds Out

United Kingdom

Drama

0:14:30

The story of Carl, a boxer, who seeks to beat depression by acknowledging and
coming to terms with it.

https:
//filmfreeway.
com/submission
s/11000200

Beautified

United Kingdom

Drama

0:09:15

Three enslaved girls are immersed in beautiful surroundings, hidden beneath this
beauty lies a dystopian society pushing the girls to perfection.

https://vimeo.
com/258389766

Smack Edd

United Kingdom

Drama

0:06:59

Heroin addict Edd unexpectedly turns up to his son Patrick’s eighth birthday
celebration, Mum Fran and her new partner Mark must do everything to make sure
he doesn’t ruin the party.

ITSY

United Kingdom A Better Place

0:12:02

Itsy is a fictional narration of two neighbours and an unsuspecting friend who forges https://vimeo.
their unique bond.
com/275518766

The White Lion - Comedy - 6-8:30pm - 16/3/19

https:
//filmfreeway.
com/submission
s/10883713

https://vimeo.
com/280735115

Category

Duration

Synopsis

Trailer URL

United Kingdom

Comedy

0:08:00

You never get a second chance to make a first impressionn

https://vimeo.
com/261732553

Russia

Drama

0:15:00

An old widower andformer radio operator perceives a flashing bulb as his late wife's
messages from Heaven.

Denmark

Comedy

0:19:08

Copenhagen, late 1990s. When the lead singer of Denmark's second-best cover
band calls in sick, the band's two insecure backup singers start backstabbing each
other over who will take the role as lead singer for the night. May the best man in
denim shorts and denim vest win.

Austria
Excuse Me, I'm Looking For The Ping-Pong Room And My
Girlfriend

Comedy

0:23:11

A Swedish couple is on a wellness trip in the Austrian mountains, but after an
argument, Aron's girlfriend leaves, and slams the door behind her. Now, Aron is
looking for his girlfriend but can't find her anywhere.

A wreck in paradise

La Merde
Faith
No Problem

France

Comedy

0:15:43

In the dead of night, a drunken man has just crashed his car. Fate is about to offer
him a chance at redemption - will he seize it?

https://vimeo.
com/258532654

Clothes & Blow

United Kingdom

Comedy

0:23:00

For American voice over artist Daniel, life in London is one long autopilot ride of
demanding client calls and awkward Grindr meets. But when his mother Stephanie
decides to visit from the US with less than 24 hours notice, Daniel is forced to reevaluate how fully and authentically he is really living his life.

https://youtu.
be/0Wxd6nxXr2
g

The Great British Race Off

United Kingdom

Comedy

0:08:14

A select group of candidates must take part in a race to decide who gets a job in the
film industry. A tongue-in-cheek exploration of the struggles that those who are not
privileged have to overcome.

Deadpan

United Kingdom

Comedy

0:08:40

Ollie loves Agnes. Agnes loves Ollie. Agnes can’t laugh or she’ll die. Ollie is a
comedian... Deadpan is a comedy drama about love, sex and egotism.

Hangover Food

United Kingdom

Comedy

0:10:12

After a night out, Bruce wants to get back on it, but has a hard time convincing Lee,
who feels like death; figuratively and literally.

Yogi Griddles: Survivor - Part 1

United Kingdom

Comedy

0:02:28

Yogi Griddles - survivor - travels in the most dangerous environments in the world.
This week...the recreation park.

Yogi Griddles: Survivor Part 2

United Kingdom

Comedy

0:02:19

The second part of Yogi Griddles' escapades in the recreation park.

The White Lion - Sting in the Tale - 12-2:30pm
The Scorpion's Tale
The Remigrant

Dante VS. Mohammed Ali

Take a Breath

Category

Duration

Synopsis

United States

Drama

0:22:18

Greed, revenge and death all impact one another in this taut crime drama where
nothing is as it seems.

Kosovo

Drama

0:20:00

Bashkim and his son Besnik have a lot in common. They both had to leave their
homes at their young age. The father had to flee to Austria because of the war in
Kosovo and his son has to go back to Kosovo at the request of the father. The
return to Kosovo after seventeen years in Vienna is a hard growing up test for both
of them.

Netherlands

Drama

0:28:00

When twenty year old Wolf has to fight against his best friend Alexander during a
weekly match, he refuses. A rematch is confirmed, which brings Wolf's feelings and
emotions to a boiling point. He tries to convince Alexander to join him leaving the
village, but his overly romantic message runs into a wall.

Germany

Drama

0:23:06

After taking care of her mentally ill mother for a year, a tragic event forces Sara to
reconnect with her brother Jan who has left the family and society behind to focus
on an eccentric theater project.

https://www.
youtube.
com/watch?
v=zIEMqjN3q-w

Trailer URL

Paris, You Got Me

Little Boxes

Rest Area

Somewhere Between Girl and God

Heather Has Four Moms

Germany

Women's Voices

0:09:02

On her daily way home the protagonist Ksenia accidentally comes across the
street-painter George.
Unimpressed by his illusionistic work, Ksenia starts challenging the illusion by
throwing a stone on the painted ground, ruining his illusion, but George knows how
to draw her into his world. Literally.

https://www.
youtube.
com/watch?
v=7g1G_IAQDT
E

United Kingdom

Drama

0:08:00

Mondrian was inspired by the simplicity and mundane circumstances of life. Little
Boxes is a film that identifies the daily struggle of young adults and the concept of
being trapped in your own life.

https://www.
youtube.
com/watch?
v=JfJscSYOi7o
&feature=youtu.
be

United States

Women's Voices

0:18:00

Jane Dykstra, a mystery novelist on a 4 hour drive home, stops at a rest area to
take a break. She hears a woman being abused in the bathroom, and needs to
decide who she really is and what she's willing to do.
Based on a short story by Stephen King.

https://vimeo.
com/259989347

Canada

Women's Voices

0:08:42

A modern Eve, unwilling to commit to a life of servitude and tradition, Scarlett is on
an unconventional path of enlightenment, with the light of her memories leading the
way.

United States

Women's Voices

0:14:08

When Heather decides to lose her virginity for her 15th birthday, Mom’s wife must
convince Mom, and Mom’s ex, and Mom’s ex’s partner that it’s time for Heather to
have “the talk”. Which mom is ready to help Heather make a big decision? It’s a
mother-daughter story. Times four.

https://vimeo.
com/251206398

Synopsis

Trailer URL

#N/A
The White Lion - Conflict - 12-2:30pm - 17/3/19
Someone

People of the Wasteland

Chocolate wind

The Transfer

Bitter Sea

Category
Germany

Drama

0:14:30

Germany, at the end of WWII. The Red Army fight for every inch of ground in the
streets of the city. Greta and her family are hiding in a cellar hoping for mercy.
Greta’s father, however, intuits for a very good reason that the Soviets will take
brutal revenge. Based on a true story.

Syria

Non-Fiction

0:21:10

A powerful experimental short-film in a first-person point of view depicting the
clashes of Syrian fighters in the front line. An unflinching document of war featuring
exclusive Go Pro footage straight from the sharp end of the conflict.

https://vimeo.
com/256301193

Russia

A Better Place

0:23:43

Lonely and indecisive,18 year-old Alla feels like a Cinderella dreaming of escape
from the poverty and shabbiness of her environment. Alla's mischievous friend
Masha looks up Alla in Skype and, like a fairy Godmother suggests a plan for
making all her dreams come true.

https://www.
youtube.
com/watch?
v=YuYplIUS-5s

Israel

Drama

0:22:24

Erez, an Israeli commissioned officer, and two other soldiers have been ordered to
transfer a prisoner to Megiddo prison. Along the way, a conflict arises that forces
the young officer to surpass himself in order to solve the situation.

0:14:48

To keep her job and home in London, an immigrant single mother has to hide her
daughter from her boss and landlord.

Goodnight, Gracie

United States

Horror

0:03:54

After Mom gets hacked to pieces by her latest lover, a devout child fights to escape https:
the same fate.
//filmfreeway.
com/submission
s/9974188

Angels Guard Thee

Ireland

Drama

0:17:28

Martin's solitary life in the Irish midlands is interrupted by the arrival of Seamus, an
old friend from the North. Seamus claims the reason for his visit is the anniversary
of an old friend of theirs who died three decades back, but over the course of their
weekend together, an ulterior motive emerges.

United Kingdom

Drama

0:21:50

Two soldiers on opposite sides of World War One must do all they can to survive
and get back to the families they left behind.

https:
//filmfreeway.
com/submission
s/11232265

Category

Duration

Synopsis

Trailer URL

Their War

The White Lion - 3-5:30pm - 17/3/19
Midland Movies Award Winners
Details to follow

United Kingdom Women's Voices

https://vimeo.
com/246441204

